Experimental approach using the collage art to empower the heritage of touristic advertisement
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Abstract:
Arab societies face many challenges to root their Cultural Heritage that grants them a distinctive cultural identity, having regard for the heritage inventory of the Arab countries across the different ages which gives each Arab country its own character and identity. The Arab Republic of Egypt is characterized with many heritage sites represented in the districts of Old Cairo which is replete with heritage sites, that include but are not limited to Muizz Street, which is considered one of the most important historical streets in Old Cairo, as it includes many Antiquities like Bayt Al-Suhaymi, Beshtak Palace, and the Mosque of Sultan Al-Nasir Muhammad Ibn Qalawun. That makes it a fascinating tourist destination given the fragrance of history that it includes inside. The Research Paper problem lies in how to employ the art of collage to enhance the competitiveness of the tourism advertising to revive the ancient heritage of Egypt to confront the traditional in the tourism advertisement which in turn affects the tourist attractions. Hence, the Research Paper took into consideration following the experimental approach through the display of several Egyptian tourism advertising trials using the art of collage. The Research Paper aims to revive the heritage of ancient Egypt by using the art of collage to enhance the competitiveness of tourism advertising and confront the tourism stagnation under the current conditions, which contributes positively in the growth of the Tourism Sector in Egypt and contributes in accelerating development.

Problem Statement:
The problem of the research is to answer the following question:
How to employ collage art to enhance the competitiveness of tourism advertising to revive Ancient Egypt's heritage of Egypt to confront the traditional in the tourism advertisement which in turn affects the tourist attractions?

Aim of the Research Paper:
The Research Paper aims to revive the legacy of ancient Egypt by using collage art to enhance the competitiveness of tourism advertising and confront tourist recession situation under the current Circumstances, which contributes positively to the growth of the tourism sector in Egypt and to advance development.
Importance of the Research Paper:
The importance of the paper is demonstrated in the positive contribution in the growth of the tourism sector in Egypt through the design of the tourist poster which highlights the ancient Egyptian identity.

Research Paper methodology:
The experimental approach by presenting several advertising experiments for the Egyptian tourist advertisement using collage art.

Research Paper Results:
1- It is clear from the applied study that the employment of collage art to revive Ancient Egypt's heritage enhances the competitiveness of touristic advertisement.
2- Through the applied study, the effectiveness of the processing of graphic Collage is shown in shaping aesthetic dimensions of the touristic poster; thus acquiring the interest of the tourist and consequently advance the development of tourism.
3- The applied study found that the ability of the designer to combine the manual skill of the Collage art with Graphic programs creates unique aesthetic dimensions which help in the enhancement of tourism activity in Egypt.
4- The applied study shows that the recruitment of collage art as a creative graphic treatment in the design of the touristic poster emphasizes the ancient Egyptian identity.

Applied Study:
Steps and procedures of the applied study:
1- Preparation of the Advertising message:
Several tourist sites have been filmed in Ancient Egypt and the best picks were selected and processed by Collage (paper scraps) for third-grade students of the Graphic Processing curriculum under the supervision of the two researchers, and then the best results were selected and processed through Graphic programs by the two researchers to produce a group of Advertising posters which were based on the Collage Technology.

2- Designing the questionnaire form and determining its credibility and Stability:
The two researchers designed a questionnaire to measure the success of these touristic posters, and the stability of the questionnaire was calculated and found that the Stability coefficient is 0.81 so the questionnaire is valid for application.

3- Selection of the subjects:
The subjects chosen (60 random subjects) have undergone this experience and the questionnaire form was distributed to them in order to identify their opinions regarding the effect of using Collage Technology as an applied access for the production of effective tourism advertising ideas.

4- Field Application Procedures:
Presenting the advertisement message to the research paper subject, and then distributing the questionnaire to the chosen subjects then receive it from them, and after that statistically monitoring and processing the results.
Samples of the Applied Study Some

1- Design of a touristic poster on al- Mu'ez Street in Egypt-Bayt al-Qadi

![Figure (11) Advertising poster on al-Mu'ez street by the use of collage](image1)

2- Design of a touristic poster for the church of Saint George in Egypt

![Figure (26) Advertisement poster for the Church of Saint George by the use of collage](image2)
3. Design of a touristic poster on al-Moez Street (Sabil-Kuttab of Abdul Rahman Katkhuda) in Egypt:

![Figure (29) Advertisement poster for al-Moez Street (Sabil-Kuttab of Abdul Rahman Katkhuda)]

4. Design of a touristic poster for The Hanging Church in the Religious Complex:

![Figure (32) Advertising poster for the Religious Complex]
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